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To reach this audience, we recommend using a combination of all the Amazon Advertising offerings.

Special emphasis should be placed on these ad types, as these are best suited for this genre.

Consider the following best practices 
for drawing attention to a particular 
subgenre through ad copy: 

•  Describe why it’s “the perfect holiday read,”
“the perfect beach read,” etc.

•  Call out any common romance tropes or
themes that may apply. Explain that your
book is “for fans of rebels with hearts of
gold” or “a heartwarming story of star-
crossed teenagers.”

Amazon Advertising offerings

Romance fans are fiercely loyal to specific subgenres, so advertising to them requires a unique approach. 
To maximize your campaign’s potential, follow this best practices guide.

Sponsored Brands
Capture your audience’s 
loyalty by showing them 
all of your titles that fit 
within a specific subgenre, 
author catalog, or imprint.

Lockscreen Ads
eBooks are especially 
popular with the romance 
audience, so this is an 
effective way to promote 
your titles.

Product Display Ads
Within your targeted 
products, include ASINs 
for specific books that  
are complementary to 
your own.

Amazon Stores
Build your own branded 
store where customers  
can shop all of your titles.

Sponsored Products
Target by keyword or 
product to appear in 
search results and detail 
pages related to your 
title’s subject matter.

Promoting titles in your genre:

Romance
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Establishing the right keywords helps your titles appear in 
search results for the right readers. There are five keyword 
categories, which range from broad to specific. It’s important 
to initially select words from each group, and then optimize 
by performance.

Imagine that you were promoting a book called “Sample 
Love Story,” a tale of high school sweethearts reunited years 
later over Christmas break to discover they’ve never fallen 
out of love. In the chart on the right, you’ll see examples of 
the types of keywords you would use.

The romance genre has many subgenres, and each appeals 
to a different audience. To target them effectively, consider 
testing a campaign using auto-generated keywords. Use 
the results of these keywords and expand on each of their 
themes to build out a nuanced, manual list.

Keyword strategy

General Love, Best Seller

Competitive Related Long Lost 
Love Story

Relevant  
Niche Genres

Christmas Love, 
Classics

Author or 
Publisher

Related Holiday 
Romance Author

Title-Specific Reunion, Winter, 
Christmas

Special restrictions
Be especially mindful of ad policy in this genre. To ensure your ads are appropriate for all audiences,  
please refrain from using any of the following imagery:

Not accepted:
• Poses emulating a sexual position or alluding to sexual activity.

• Clothing that draws undue attention to private body parts.

• Facial expressions suggesting a sexual experience. 
 
For all ad policies, see the Book Ads Acceptance Policies.

Seasonality

Focus on peak travel seasons, as well as  
the season most relevant to your book’s 
subgenre. For example, you should promote 
your title during summer if the story takes 
place on a beach.

Time your campaign to align with the 
launch of highly anticipated new 
releases within the same subgenre.

Promoting titles in your genre:

Romance
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